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In this manuscript, the authors use FengYun satellite series and derived sea ice
concentration from 2010-19, which is interesting and valuable to the sea ice community
and adds valuable information to the existing SIC climatology from other PMW satellite
data. Therefore, I suggest potential publication to ESSD journal. However, I have few
major comments that needs to be addressed before publication. Since I am a radar
remote sensing scientist with expertise in sea ice (and snow) geophysics, for this round of
review, I focus more on the geophysical uncertainty aspect that needs some attention. I
am happy to review the revised manuscript and then would give a comprehensive review
with more technical and specific comments. Below are my major comments. 

a) My main concern with your paper is that you have not provided any information on how
SNOW as a critical geophyical parameter affects brightness temperature and SIC
estimates and its UNCERTAINTY from your datasets. In a warming Arctic and a fluctuating
Antarctic, how does shift in sea ice types from MYI to FYI affect snow properties and that
in turn affects your SIC estimates? Can you provide a uncertainty range in your derived
SICs based on the snow cover and its spatiotemporal variability? For example, FYI cover is
characterized by saline snow covers while thicker snow on thinner ice (especially in the
Antarctic) is severely affected by flooding, slush and refrozen snow-ice formations. They
severely affect the emitting layer correct? I think authors, since they are showing a brand
new dataset, its worth and necessary to show the geophysical uncertainties as a quanity. I
am a bit disappointed that snow is completely neglected (I should say) in your data
product. 

b) I am really surprised to see almost NO regional variabiity in Antarctic SIC (see Figure 3
(g) to (i)), from your products, when even recent studies (for example:
https://essd.copernicus.org/articles/14/619/2022/essd-14-619-2022.html just to quote
one) from the same time period as yours have shown large variability in snow depth (that
heavily influences SIC) across multiple Antarctic sea ice sectors. This points to my
previous comment about accounting for snow depth and its variability in your calculations.
I think its a good idea to revisit PMW-derived snow depth data (not that its completely
accurate) or any other snow models that can be used to quantify the SIC uncertainty, and



combinely use them to figure out the regional SIC variaiblity atleast in the Antarctic. I am
sure readers would appreciate that !

c) Like reviewer 1 mentioned, the introduction with your rationale is missing or maybe
scattered/lost/cluttered within the intro material. I think refining the introduction will help
the readability of the paper. Also, just a minor comment. I was curious to know the
incidence angle used for the data acquisition. 

For now I refrain to providing these major comments above. In your revised version, I will
provide comprehensive comments on the write up. 
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